
Frequently Asked Questions #5 

Questions received from April 30 up to May 6, 2020: 

1. QUESTION: What if I haven’t spent down funds in all categories--can I still request 

additional funds? 

a. ANSWER: Yes. Entities applying for additional funds will be prompted to answer 

supplemental questions via the same Google Forum link before submitting an 

additional funding request. These questions focus on funds received, remaining 

balance(s) per budget category, and plan for spenddown. These questions are 

detailed for review in the PDF of Survey Questions on the Heading Home Alliance 

website.  

Additional considerations: 

i. Entities who have previously received funds in one of the categories, but 

not expended all funds in that category, can always apply for funding in 

another category. For example, if you still have motel voucher (shelter 

capacity) funds remaining, but need additional staffing funds, a new 

application can be submitted. 

ii. Entities who are requesting funding for the same category funded 

previously (e.g. shelter capacity) should be aware that the new award(s) 

may be impacted if:  

1. A significant amount of the funds are remaining, and/or 

2. You do not provide sufficient explanation for why funds remain, 

and why additional funding is needed (and will be expended more 

quickly) 

 

2. QUESTION: Can funds be used for first month’s rent and/or damage deposit for 

individuals/families experiencing homelessness seeking assistance during the COVID-19 

crisis? 

a. ANSWER: Yes. Funds can be used for first month’s rent and/or damage deposits 

to move individuals and/or families experiencing homelessness into more stable 

living arrangements from settings not conducive CDC recommendations for safe 

habitation during the COVID-19 crisis. Funds can not be used for on-going rental 

assistance.  

 

3. QUESTIONS: Is there a maximum number of submissions, and/or a maximum amount 

that can be submitted per request? 
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a. ANSWER: No. There is no maximum dollar amount that can be requested per 

budget category (shelter capacity, hygiene/sanitation and cleaning supplies, 

staffing) or per survey submission (total amount requested). There is also no 

limit to the number of survey requests that can be submitted per eligible entity. 

Funding requests must adhere to 30-day estimates per budget category. 


